This paper evaluates the performance of a fuel cell/battery vehicle with an on-board autothermal reformer, fed by different liquid and gaseous hydrocarbon fuels. A sensitivity analysis is performed to investigate the system behavior under the variation of the steam to carbon and oxygen to carbon ratios. This is done in order to identify the most suitable operating conditions for a direct on-board production of hydrogen to be used in a high temperature polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell. The same system should be able to process different fuels, to allow the end-user to freely decide which one to use to refuel the vehicle. Hence, the obtained operating conditions result in a trade-off between system flexibility as the feeding fuel changes, CO poisoning effect on the fuel cell and overall efficiency. The system is thus coupled to a high temperature fuel cell, modeled by means of a self-made tool, able to reproduce the polarization curve as the input syngas composition varies, and the overall system is afterwards tested on a plug-in fuel cell/battery vehicle simulator, in order to provide a thorough feasibility analysis, focusing on the entire system efficiency. Results show that a proper energy management strategy can mitigate the effect of the fuel variation on the reformer efficiency, allowing for good overall powertrain performance.
Introduction
The automotive sector is one of the main contributors to pollutant and global greenhouse gas emissions [1] , and hybrid electric vehicles are gaining popularity thanks to the possibility of increasing the overall efficiency, lowering emissions and fuel consumption [2, 3] . At the same time, fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) avoid the use of internal combustion engines, further reducing pollutant emissions [4] . As a matter of fact, high costs, low power density and lack of hydrogen infrastructures are the main drawbacks that still restrain the spread of these vehicles. Among these, the most critical aspect is probably the inadequate hydrogen production and distribution infrastructure, coupled with difficulties in setting it up properly and quickly. An on-board fuel processor for direct in-vehicle hydrogen conversion from hydrocarbon fuels is thus the only solution, in the short and mid term, to allow FCVs to conquer an acceptable market share [5] . This solution is attractive also for safety reasons: the whole system is less space-demanding than a compressed hydrogen tank and simplifies the refueling process, by exploiting existing infrastructure. In addition to this, unlike internal combustion engines that allow at most a bi-fuel operation, the same reformer can be fed by several fuels, requiring only the adaptation of the operating conditions, but keeping the processor unvaried and preserving the system integrity. composition varies, for in-vehicle operation; in Section 3, the overall system performance is evaluated and presented.
System Description
In this section, the system composed by the ATR and the HTPEM FC is presented; in the first part, the complete set of operating conditions, where the ATR can work while being fed with different fuels, is described, and the choice of the operating point as a function of imposed constraints is deeply analyzed. In the second part, different polarization and efficiency curves achievable from the fuel cell by varying the composition of feeding syngases are reported.
Autothermal Reactor Modeling and Optimization
In this section, the operating parameters of the autothermal reformer are varied in order to maximize the system efficiency for every analyzed hydrocarbon. The fuel processor is modeled by using Aspen Plus TM (v11.1, Aspen Technology Inc., Bedford, MA, USA), which is a commercial modeling tool for design, optimization and performance monitoring for chemical processes, already successfully employed by others for similar analyses [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Simulation with Aspen Plus allows predicting the behavior of a process using engineering relationships, such as mass and energy balances, chemical and phase balances and reaction kinetics. The estimation method, set in this analysis for calculating different thermodynamic properties, is the non-random two liquid (NRTL) model. This method correlates the activity coefficients of a compound, with its mole fractions in the liquid phase. It is frequently applied in the field of chemical engineering to calculate phase equilibrium.
The selected hydrocarbons are: methane (CH 4 ), propane (C 3 H 8 ) as a surrogate of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), isooctane (C 8 H 18 ) as a surrogate of gasoline and n-hexadecane (C 16 H 34 ) as a surrogate of diesel. The identification of the most favorable thermodynamic conditions for the fuel conversion has involved the knowledge of the influence of the major operating parameters in order to isolate only those of real interest. The general reforming reaction mechanism can be written as:
where C n H m represents a generic hydrocarbon formula. The only products considered in the global reaction (1) are H 2 , CO, CO 2 , CH 4 , C(s) and H 2 O. In order to obtain maximum hydrogen production, the reforming reaction should occur in two steps: the high-temperature step (reforming reaction), in which the fuel is converted into a gaseous mixture of H 2 , CO, CO 2 , CH 4 Heat recovery line: Since the thermal efficiency of the fuel processor unit depends strongly on reactants' preheating temperatures, as reported in [26] , a heat recovery line is defined by cooling the syngas stream temperature in two heat exchangers. In particular, the water and fuel required by the reforming reaction are pre-heated in the heat exchanger HEX 2 by cooling the syngas stream and then heated in the heat exchanger HEX 1 ; the oxygen sent to the autothermal reactor is already heated up to 351 • C because of the compression up to 10 bar required by the membrane separation process [20] . • Separation unit (SEP): the membrane separation unit where the pure oxygen is produced; here, the air is compressed up to 10 bar, and then, by passing through the membrane, the oxygen is separated from nitrogen with a 95% removal efficiency.
• Inter-refrigerated compression line (IRCL): the syngas compression line, equipped with three compressors and two heat exchangers, needed in order to increase the syngas pressure up to the hydrogen buffer pressure, i.e., 250 bar [20] .
All of the subsystems above described are synthetically reported in Figure 1 , where a complete layout of the ATR system is depicted, providing also the main operating temperatures of the system.
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Syngas to Buffer The thermodynamic equilibrium analysis is determined by the non-stoichiometric approach, due to the complexity of the reaction system. In this approach, the equilibrium composition of the system is found by the direct minimization of the Gibbs free energy for a given set of species without any specification of the possible reactions that might take place in the system [20] . Thus, it is assumed that the carbon in the fuel is reformed only to CH 4 , CO or CO 2 and C(s).
The following relation is used by the Gibbs reactor to solve the direct minimization of the Gibbs free energy for a given set of N species:
where nG is the total Gibbs free energy of the system, n i is the number of moles of species i,Ḡ i is the Gibbs free energy pure species i in the gas mixture, g 0 i is the Gibbs free energy of species i at its standard state, R is the constant of gas, T is the temperature of the system, f * i is the fugacity of species i in the gas mixture and f 0 i is the fugacity of species i at its standard state. The fugacity of species i in the gas mixture is calculated by:
where φ * i is the fugacity coefficient of species i in the gas mixture, y i is the mole fraction of species i and P is the total pressure of the system.
The fugacity f 0 i of species i at its standard state is equal to one bar. For each chemical element, G 0 i is set equal to zero in its standard state; therefore, G 0 i = ∆G 0 f i for each component, where ∆G 0 f i is the standard Gibbs free energy of the formation of species i. Replacing these relationships in the above equation, we obtain:
The problem is solved by finding set of values that minimize nG at constant temperature T and pressure P.
The equilibrium compositions have been calculated for a given operating condition, and in order to determine the thermal efficiency, the mass and energy balances are solved for each configuration. The conversion efficiency of the ATR system can be written as:
where n H 2 (mol/s) is the number of moles of hydrogen produced, n C n H m (mol/s) the number of moles of fuel consumed and LHV H 2 (J/mol) and LHV C n H m (J/mol) the higher heating value of hydrogen and fuel, respectively. In order to identify the thermodynamically-favorable operating conditions of the ATR system for the maximum efficiency production, a sensitivity analysis has been carried out by varying:
• the steam to carbon ratio S/C at the autothermal reactor, defined as the ratio between the mole flow rate of the steam fed to the reactor and the carbon mole flow rate of the feeding fuel, in the range of 0.2-3.6. • the oxygen to carbon ratio O/C at the autothermal reactor, defined as the ratio between the mole flow rate of the oxygen fed to the reactor and the carbon mole flow rate of the feeding fuel, in the range of 0.02-0.26, 0.3-0.7, 1.3-1.7 and 2.5-3.5, for methane, propane, isooctane and n-hexadecane respectively. • the pre-heat temperature of fuel and water feeding the autothermal reactor, recovering the heat internally to the process.
Moreover, for every considered fuel, the inlet mass flow has been fixed in order to guarantee two power levels (respectively 16 kW and 40 kW) as reported in Table 1 . In a previous study [27] , carried out to predict the thermodynamically carbon-free region of reforming operations, the presence of solid carbon in the ATR has been found to depend strongly on the value of S/C and on reforming temperature. This carbon deposition is highly undesirable because, in addition to decreasing the process efficiency, it deactivates the catalyst. On the basis of this analysis, the S/C molar ratios considered here, for each reforming temperature, are those at which carbon deposition is avoided. In the following analysis, it will be shown that not all of the evaluated operating points avoid this undesirable effect. Thus, they will not be considered while deriving the ATR operating maps for every fuel. In fact, starting from the results of this analysis, the ATR working maps may be built, where all of the possible operating conditions are reported. Among these data, the point representing the best compromise between ATR conversion efficiency and CO concentration can be determined: the first parameter is crucial to maximize the H 2 mass flow to the buffer, which feeds the fuel cell, while the latter one needs to be under control in order to maximize the fuel cell efficiency itself. Thus, in order to find a range of admissible working points, some constraints, used to reach the right trade-off between conversion efficiency and carbon monoxide concentration, have been carefully setup. As already pointed out, one of the constraints is related to the CO concentration in the syngas. As a matter of fact, the higher the CO concentration is, the worse the fuel cell operates. It has been already demonstrated [14, 15] that the HTPEM FC performances are strongly penalized when the CO concentration in the feeding gas overtakes a threshold equal to 2%, which has been chosen in this work, in order to limit CO poisoning in the fuel cell. In addition, the limit on the S/C ratio is related to the CO poisoning, as well; as one may observe from Figure 1 , following the ATR, there is a water separator to remove all of the water present in the syngas exiting the reforming section and sent to the hydrogen buffer. It may be trivially pointed out that the higher the S/C ratio is, the greater the water concentration in the syngas results. As a consequence, all of the molar fractions of syngas species have to be re-evaluated after water separation with obvious penalization in terms of carbon monoxide concentration, surely increased after water removal from syngas. This is the reason why the maximum S/C ratio has been imposed equal to 1.5. With imposing these constraints, a subset of admissible working conditions can be extrapolated, from the whole range of results derived from the sensitivity analysis previously described. Moreover, among these admissible points, those falling in the carbon deposition area turn into non-admissible ones. Both conversion efficiency and temperature maps for all of the fuels considered in this analysis have been drawn, and in order to show the effect of these constraints, Figures 2 and 3 show the complete maps together with the subsets of admissible and non-admissible conditions. In those figures, the yellow points represent the possible working conditions, while the black points are the ones where carbon deposition occurs and must be excluded from the ATR operation. As expected, different fuels make the ATR operate in a different manner, leading to a strong variation of conversion efficiency and operating temperature as a function of the control parameters. In Figure 2 , it is possible to observe how the temperature maps have different slopes and curvature as the fuel changes. More specifically, the fewer the carbon atoms in the fuel are, the steeper the maps result. This, of course, has influence on the extension of the admissible subset one can consider for every fuel. Figure 2a shows a series of points distributed in the steepest part of the map, while for n-hexadecane, Figure 2d , the temperature rise is definitely less influenced by the variation of the S/C and O/C ratios. By looking at the conversion efficiency maps, a similar trend can be recognized as well. Also in this case, as for the temperature, a surface slope somehow related to the number of carbon atoms present into the fuel is observable. In Figure 3 , the conversion efficiency maps with the subset of working points fulfilling the constraints and, again, the unusable carbon deposition area are depicted.
By analyzing Figures 2 and 3 , it is possible to point out that there are several points that would satisfy the constraints. Obviously, in an on-board application, none can deal with such a high number of degrees of freedom for a component like the ATR. This is the reason why only two temperature levels where the ATR can operate have been considered. More specifically, 700 • C and 750 • C, corresponding to the best compromise between conversion efficiency and CO concentration, have been chosen. Therefore, for every fuel, an operating point for each of those temperatures has been found, which meets the constraints on S/C and CO concentration previously described. Only methane cannot operate at 750 • C; thus, for this temperature level, the analysis has been carried out only for three hydrocarbons (propane, isooctane and n-hexadecane). Figures 2 and 3 also report the operating points resulting from this analysis (magenta and blue markers). It is worth noting that the chosen points lie in the maximum conversion efficiency area for all of the configurations, albeit not coinciding with the maximum conversion efficiency value. The following Table 2 reports S/C and O/C ratios related to the operating conditions, as well as the evaluated conversion efficiency and the CO concentration. In order to justify the impossibility to find an operating point at 750 • C for methane, the maximum ATR equilibrium temperature for all of the hydrocarbons in the subset of admissible working points can be evaluated, and a curve where the maximum temperature is depicted as a function of the number of carbon atoms of the fuel can be built. Figure 4 clearly shows how the maximum temperature reached when methane feeds the ATR is significantly lower than the one reached when other fuels are used. In fact, for methane, a maximum temperature of about 735 • C can be achieved, while the other fuels reach temperatures above 770 • C. This implies the impossibility to feed the ATR by methane at 750 • C. The syngas compositions obtained with the working points presented in Table 2 are reported in Table 3 . These compositions will be used in the following section as operating points for the fuel cell for every considered fuel. Table 3 . Syngas composition in terms of molar fractions obtained for the four fuels at two temperature levels. In the following, since the analysis is devoted to compare the performance of commercial fuels, for an easier comparison, the term LPG will be used instead of propane, gasoline instead of isooctane and diesel instead of n-hexadecane, while methane is kept unchanged.
Species Methane Propane Isooctane n-Hexadecane Methane Propane Isooctane n-Hexadecane

High Temperature Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell
In this section, the HTPEM FC response to different syngases is briefly described. The complete model has been already presented by the authors in other works [14, 15, 20] . The most important thing to point out here is, again, the strong dependency of the fuel cell behavior to CO poisoning. In fact, once having fixed other operating parameters, i.e., temperature and pressure, the polarization curve coming from the cell may significantly vary according to carbon monoxide concentration in feeding syngas. As deeply analyzed in the previous section, different concentrations for every considered hydrocarbon and for every ATR working temperature are obtained. As deeply explained in previous works, a semi-empirical model has been built where the cathode activation overpotential losses η act,ca are modeled by means of a multiple linear regression technique starting from a set of experimental data measured at different CO concentration. This analysis leads to the derivation of a semi-empirical formula where the tuning parameters β z are present:
where β z with z ∈ [1, 4] are the tuning parameters, T is the operating fuel cell temperature, i is the current density and c O 2 is the oxygen concentration at the cathode membrane/gas interface. The operating parameters of the fuel cell used in this analysis are briefly summarized in Table 4 . With respect to Tables 3 and 4 , two sets of polarization curves have been obtained, one referred to as an ATR operating temperature of 700 • C, where all four considered fuels are present, and one related to 750 • C, where only three fuels can be used, it being impossible to find an operating point for methane. More specifically, Figure 5 shows the polarization and the power curves obtained for the lower temperature level, while in Figure 6 , the same curves obtained with the higher temperature level are depicted. Table 3 . Table 3 .
Application to a Fuel Cell/Battery Vehicle
The vehicle simulator has been already described in a previous work [20] , and therefore, its description is skipped here for the sake of fluency.
The system behavior and performance have been investigated by carrying out a sensitivity analysis, varying the driving conditions, the fuel type, the ATR size and operating temperature and the initial buffer level. In particular, the following driving cycles have been considered (see Figure 7) : For the reformer temperature, 700 • C and 750 • C were considered for the reasons explained in Section 2. For the size, a 16-kW ATR and a 40-kW ATR were considered, while the initial hydrogen buffer levels (T 0 ) were set equal to 1 kg and 0.8 kg. A value of at least 0.8 kg is chosen to face the 1200-s warm up time imposed for the ATR. These different initial buffer levels were set to test the assumption made of keeping the hydrogen amount produced by the reformer constant during each driving mission. This choice was made to overcome one of the greatest issues in the control of such a system, which is to maintain the temperatures of the reactors constant. Moreover, this allows keeping the fuel processor efficiency constant, as well. The presence of a buffer is thus needed to guarantee the necessary amount of hydrogen, by decoupling the FC from the ATR. This system layout also allows one to maintain a proper H 2 level on the anode of the stack, preventing FC damages caused by starvation, and hydrogen is not wasted by overfeeding [28] .
As the proposed FCV is a plug-in vehicle, it is known that the fuel consumption is minimized when the battery reproduces a blended operation, which gradually discharges the battery until a minimum state of charge (SoC) threshold [29] . This threshold is generally set equal to 20-30%, as the battery internal resistance highly increases when the SoC drops down below 20%, decreasing the system efficiency and causing premature wear or damage. In [20] , the lower threshold has been set equal to 30%, and the supervisory control strategy tries to reproduce a blended battery depletion in order to reach this value, and in any case, it tries to maintain it (charge sustaining operation) until the end of the driving cycle. A further discharging of the battery is allowed only if there is no more hydrogen in the buffer or if the FC power is not sufficient to fulfil the driver's power demand, but in any case, the battery is never discharged below 15% SoC. In the charge sustaining operation, the fuel cell is run at high load in order to recharge the battery and give traction power, causing a decrease of the average efficiency. At the same time, if the driving cycle is particularly of low demand and the ATR is able to completely replenish the hydrogen buffer, the reactor is switched off. Nevertheless, in order to avoid a complete cool down, the switch-off phase duration lasts no more than 10 min, and after this period, if the buffer is still full, the FC alone is used so as to consume hydrogen. On the contrary, if the driving cycle is particularly of high demand and the ATR is not able to prevent the complete emptying of the buffer, the FC is switched off, and the battery only supplies power to the wheels.
In [20] , it has been seen that, in terms of fuel consumption, ending the driving cycle with a final state of charge (SoC f inal ) higher than 30% is more penalizing than ending the driving cycle with a charge sustaining operation. As one can note in Figure 8 , in fact, the 40-kW ATR results in being oversized, and the controller is not able to discharge the battery. This is because the fuel cell is frequently forced to run alone to discharge the buffer, decreasing the fuel cell average efficiency η FC and therefore the system overall efficiency η overall (the system average overall efficiency is evaluated as the ratio between the total energy required by the traction motor and the sum of the input energies: battery energy and hydrocarbon fuel chemical energy). The higher the final state of charge, the lower the average overall efficiency is; therefore, an initial tank level of 1 kg further penalizes the system, as the fuel cell must be more frequently used. For the 16-kW ATR, the controller is always able to complete the driving mission with a 30% final SoC, but again, the overall efficiency is higher when the tank level is initially equal to 0.8 kg. In particular, the overall efficiency is higher by more than 10 percentage points with respect to the 40-kW ATR scenarios. Setting a 700 • C temperature for the reactor includes the possibility of using methane, but slightly decreases the efficiency of the system for the other fuels, even if never more than two percentage points.
In Figure 9 , the results are proposed for the Vail2NREL. In this case, the 40-kW ATR seems to be sufficient enough to accomplish the driving mission in any condition, even if discharging the battery below 30%. On the contrary, with the 16-kW ATR, the mission can be accomplished only if the tank is full. As one can note, for the 700 • C case, the diesel has the worst performance both in terms of average fuel cell efficiency and average overall efficiency. In fact, Figure 5 shows that the diesel-derived syngas has the lowest efficiency curve. Gasoline allows for the highest fuel cell average efficiency, but having the lowest conversion efficiency, the overall performance is slightly lower than LPG and methane.
The best performance is for those of methane, which has a good average fuel cell efficiency and the highest conversion efficiency. In terms of hydrogen consumption, this translates into 10.82 g/km consumed of gasoline-derived hydrogen, 11.08 g/km for diesel-derived hydrogen, 11.02 g/km for LPG-derived hydrogen and 10.97 g/km for methane-derived hydrogen. Things change for the 750 • C case. In fact, as one can note in Figure 6 , now the gasoline-derived syngas is the one with the lowest efficiency, and this reflects on the average fuel cell efficiency portrayed in Figure 9 . Moreover, when the state of charge drops below 30%, the fuel cell is run at the maximum load in order satisfy the driver's power demand and sustain the state of charge or even recharge the battery. Since the maximum power of the gasoline-fueled FC is the lowest, the mission performed with this fuel is characterized by a final state of charge lower by 6-7% points than the other fuels. This obviously reflects on the fuel consumption, which is 10.86 g/km for gasoline-derived hydrogen against 10.78 g/km for diesel-derived hydrogen and 10.72 g/km for LPG-derived hydrogen, in the case of 750 • C.
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In Figures 10 and 11 , results are proposed for the FHDS and WLTC, and similar considerations can be done.
What is worth noting for the FHDS is that with the 40-kW ATR, any temperature, the system is able to maintain a state of charge of 30% SoC, and again, the markers are overlapped because the controller makes the system work exactly in the same way (i.e., with the same power split). For this driving cycle, the 16-kW ATR results in being always undersized for a working temperature of 750 • C, while for a working temperature of 700 • C, only methane, LPG and diesel can allow accomplishing the mission, if the initial buffer level is 1 kg. The system performance for the WLTC is very similar to the Vail2NREL. By comparing all of the missions, it is possible to conclude that a 40-kW ATR is oversized for an urban pattern, but necessary for extra-urban, highway or combined missions, which in several cases cannot be accomplished with 16-kW ATR, even if the buffer is completely full. The issue related to the impossibility of switching off the ATR, because of the very long warm-up time needed to re-switch it on, makes the 40-kW ATR system very inefficient in low-demanding driving cycles as the fuel cell must be used to consume hydrogen as the hydrogen buffer is always completely full. This aspect might be solved by asking the driver to select the mission typology before starting his/her trip. With respect to the working temperature of the ATR, besides the gasoline, all of the other fuels allow for a higher overall efficiency at 750 • C. Nevertheless, the benefit of using the system at this temperature does not justify the loss of possibility of using methane, which is also the fuel that produces the syngas with the lowest content of CO and CO 2 compounds (see Table 2 ) and with the highest conversion efficiency.
The obtained fuel consumptions can also be compared to the ones of fuel cell vehicles of the same class currently available on the market. Toyota FCHV-adv has a declared consumption of 43 MPGe (MPGe stands for miles per gallon gasoline equivalent, where the energy of one gallon of gasoline is considered to be equal to 33.7 kWh [30] ) in highway conditions, with a total range of 500 miles, and 39 MPGe with a total range of 400 km in city driving conditions [30] . In order to make a comparison, the vehicle simulator with the 40-kW ATR and an 80-L fossil fuel tank has been used to simulate a 495-mile FHDS and a 398-mile Artemis urban driving cycle. Regardless of the fuel type, the vehicle results are able to accomplish both missions.
For the FHDS, the FCV gives a maximum fuel consumption of 46.8 MPGe with diesel-derived hydrogen (24 L of diesel and hydrogen consumed equal to 5.43 kg), produced at 700 • C, and a minimum fuel consumption of 49 MPGe (hydrogen consumed equal to 5.31 kg) with LPG-derived hydrogen, produced at 700 • C. With gasoline-derived hydrogen, the consumption is equal to 5.18 kg, corresponding to 25 L of gasoline and 48 MPGe. It is worth noting that, the fuel tank having a volume of 80 L, the vehicle maximum range is of around 1500 km for diesel, 1400 km for gasoline and 1100 km for LPG. By fueling the tank with methane, instead, this range is not achievable, since the required hydrogen should be equal to 5.26 kg, which corresponds to 84.4 L of methane at the delivery pressure typical of a gas station, i.e., 250 bar [31] . When the tank is filled with methane, the vehicle has a range of 470 km, under the FHDS driving cycle, consuming 4.96 kg of hydrogen with a fuel consumption of 51 MPGe. Therefore, the vehicle has better overall performance than the vehicle taken as the reference.
For the Artemis urban, the FCV gives a maximum fuel consumption of 29.9 MPGe with gasoline-derived hydrogen (33 L of gasoline and 6.85 kg of hydrogen consumed), produced at 700 • C and a minimum fuel consumption of 30.1 MPGe (43 L of LPG and hydrogen consumed equal to 7.02 kg) with LPG-derived hydrogen, produced at 700 • C. With diesel-derived hydrogen, the consumption is equal to 6.82 kg, corresponding to 31 L of diesel and 30 MPGe. Again, the maximum range is definitely higher than the vehicle taken as a reference, being around 1000 km with gasoline and diesel and 700 km for LPG. For the methane, the same issue mentioned above holds, since 7.04 kg of hydrogen would require 113 L of methane. With this fuel, the vehicle has a maximum range of 252 km, under the Artemis urban driving cycle, with a fuel consumption of 27 MPGe. The results obtained for the urban pattern confirm the weakness of the ATR oversizing, when constraints on the reactor on/off time and hydrogen buffer level hold. Nonetheless, the result is still comparable with a real vehicle fueled by hydrogen and may be justified by the advantage of being not affected by the lack of hydrogen infrastructures.
Conclusions
In this paper, the capabilities of a fuel cell hybrid vehicle with an on-board autothermal reformer to cope with different fuels at different operating conditions have been investigated. As first, all of the ATR maps as a function of the processed fuel have been presented, and afterwards, two temperature levels where the ATR can operate within certain constraints have been selected. A plausible operating subset has been chosen, which would meet constraints on the CO concentration and the S/C ratio in order to maximize conversion efficiency, while reducing the CO poisoning effect on HTPEM FC. After having chosen the operating points for the ATR, it has been possible to evaluate the performance of the HTPEM FC, modeled by means of a semi-empirical electrochemical model, for every fuel and the two considered ATR temperatures. Results were compared by means of a complete vehicle model, which allowed studying the system behavior along different driving cycles and to evaluate its capability to mitigate the effect of operating the ATR at the same temperature and S/C ratio, when fed by different fuels. Two different sizes for the ATR have been considered, and the pros and cons have been analyzed. In particular, it was pointed out how the power level chosen for the ATR during the design phase may have a strong impact on the FCV range. In fact, if a small ATR could be sufficient for a urban driving cycle, despite the presence of a hydrogen buffer, it would not be enough for a more high-demanding driving cycle. On the other hand, a too large ATR would lead to a higher fuel consumption during low-load cycles, being compelled to empty the hydrogen buffer even if it would assure the accomplishment of a more demanding cycle. The warm up time of the ATR, which imposes constraints on its maximum shutdown duration, is still the major issue of an on-board reformer, as it can sometimes force the powertrain to "consume" hydrogen to preserve the buffer integrity. Nonetheless, by comparing the results with a fuel cell vehicle already available on the market, it is possible to note that this system is able to achieve comparable and even better performance with three out of four of the selected fuels. Only methane, despite having the highest conversion efficiency, has a significantly reduced range, due to the delivery density at the gas station, which limits the storable quantity. Diesel, gasoline and LPG allow achieving definitely higher ranges in every case, with a lower fuel consumption for the extra-urban and highway driving conditions and a greater fuel consumption, but still acceptable for the urban pattern. Obviously, the major drawbacks to be solved are still the high investment costs and the space requirements of the entire powertrain.
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